US gun debate: Guns in numbers

US President Barack Obama has announced a series of proposals to reduce
gun violence, ranging from a proposed ban on military-style assault weapons
to universal background checks.
Obama's key proposals


Reintroduce an expired ban on "military-style" assault weapons



Limit ammunition magazines to 10 rounds



Background checks on all gun sales



Ban on possession and sale of armour-piercing bullets



Harsher penalties for gun-traffickers, especially unlicensed dealers who buy arms for criminals



Approve the appointment of the head of the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

The proposals to tighten gun controls follows the shooting of 20 children and seven
women by lone gunman Adam Lanza in Newtown, Connecticut in December 2012.
The Second Amendment to the US Constitution protects the right of citizens "to
keep and bear arms".
However, restrictions on lawful gun ownership vary by state.
On Tuesday, New York passed gun control laws that supporters say are now the
tightest in the nation. The New York measures include a wider ban on assault
weapons, a law limiting high-capacity ammunition magazines, and provisions to
keep guns from mentally ill people who make threats. Some gun owners will also
have to register them with authorities.
In Arizona, handguns can be bought with an instant background check and carried
without a permit (in certain places), whereas in Illinois, special ID is required and
concealed weapons are unlawful.

The vast majority of states do not require rifles or shotguns to be registered and no
permit is needed to buy or carry them. Handguns are more tightly restricted, with 38
states requiring a permit for carrying.
Only a handful of states still restrict semi-automatic "assault weapons", after a 1994
nationwide ban lapsed in 2004.

New York and New Jersey ban assault weapons outright, as, in effect, does
Massachusetts.
Connecticut has a ban on assault weapons but some semi-automatic weapons can
be possessed as long as they meet certain criteria.
In California, assault weapons may not be sold, although existing weapons may
be possessed if registered.
They are banned in Chicago (although not the whole of Illinois), while Hawaii and
Maryland ban assault pistols.

GUN MURDER

Some 9,960 people were murdered with a firearm in the USA in 2010, a rate of 3.2
per 100,000 people.
On a global scale, this rate puts the US 26th in the world, behind Honduras, El
Salvador and Jamaica, according to UN data.
However, when compared with other highly developed countries, the rate shows
the US as an outlier.

The US firearm murder rate has been fluctuating in recent years, from 3.9 per
100,000 people in 2006 to 3.2 in 2010, according to the UN.
Different data from the FBI's Uniform Crime Report indicates that the 2011 rate is
2.8 per 100,000 but this varies across states.
As shown below, DC is by far the highest, with Connecticut coming in below
average at 2.6.

OWNERSHIP

Gun ownership across the country is falling, according to the
comprehensive General Social Survey which regularly asks respondents whether
their household or they themselves own a firearm.

Gun ownership data from the General Social Survey shown for alternate years with 1992 unavailable

While some 46% of households and 29% of individuals said they owned a gun in
1990, two decades later this had fallen to 32% and 21%.
WEAPONS USED IN NEWTOWN SHOOTINGS

One gun-owning household was that of Adam Lanza and his mother, Nancy. It has
been reported that the weapons he used were all legally held by Mrs Lanza, who
was her son's first victim on 14 December, 2012.
They ranged from a semi-automatic rifle to hand guns.

Adam Lanza's weapons
Firearm

Details

Features/capability

Prevalence

SOURCE: GUN SELLERS/MANUFACTURERS, NEWS AGENCIES


Semi
automatic
rifle,
modelled on
the US

Lightweight, durable,
accurate



Commonly
seen at
marksmanship
competitions

Adam Lanza's weapons
Firearm

Details

Features/capability

Bushmaster AR15-type weapon
(.223 calibre)

army's M-16
(semiautomatic
means the 
user needs
to pull the 
trigger to fire
each round,
but the
weapon
readies itself
to fire again)

Ability to fire multiple
high-velocity rounds
quickly



Can also be
used for
hunting

400-600m range



The same type
of weapon was
used in the
shooting at a
cinema in
Aurora,
Colorado in
July



Semiautomatic
pistol



Semiautomatic
pistol

Availability of
accessories allows it to
be easily customised

Rapid fire capability





Rapid fire capability





Magazine capacity of
between 10 and 20
rounds, depending on
model




10mm Glock

9mm Sig Sauer



30 round magazine

Prevalence

One of the
Relatively light and easy most popular
weapons with
to shoot
US lawMagazine capacity of 10 enforcement
to 15 rounds, depending agencies
on model
 A Glock
handgun was
also used in the
Aurora
shootings

Source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-20759139

Another
popular
weapon with
US lawenforcement
agencies

